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About This Game
Adventure calls... but you don't always have time to spend hours optimizing your character sheet or managing your inventory!
One Deck Dungeon lets you jump right in to bashing down doors, rolling dice, and squashing baddies with style. Get a full
roguelike game experience, boiled down to its essence, and captured in a single deck of cards and a handful of dice!
One Deck Dungeon is a dungeon crawling adventure game for one or two players. Each time you play, choose one or two of
these 5 brave heroes:

Mage - There's rarely a problem in the dungeon she can't solve with a spell.
Warrior - Her favorite dungeon activity is squashing her opponents immediately.
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Rogue - Watch in awe as she dispatches monsters with style.
Archer - Accurate, brilliant, catastrophically deadly.
Paladin - She seeks out danger and shields her allies from deadly enemies.
After every game, your heroes make progress toward unlocking up to 15 new talents, building up their power for future games.
There are 5 dangerous challenges to face:

Dragon’s Cave - The thick-skinned wyvern who occupies this dungeon prefers her heroes on the crispy side.
Yeti’s Cavern - If you can survive the freezing winds and biting cold, an abominable snowman awaits.
Hydra’s Reef - Chop off one head, and another appears! This regenerating venomous monstrosity is a slippery foe.
Lich’s Tomb - Hordes of undead foes, evil curses, and magical wards. What could possibly go wrong?
Minotaur’s Maze - Abandon all hope, ye who enter here!
The Forest of Shadows expansion doubles the content in the game and is available as downloadable content via Steam. It
features adventures in all-new lush yet deadly locales. A vast network of mossy underground tunnels and connected forest areas
await your heroes!

5 new heroes - Alchemist, Druid, Hunter, Slayer, & Warden
5 new dungeons - Lair of Indrax, The Mudlands, Realm of Venom, Smoldering Ruins, & The Vile Roots
A complete new 44-card encounter deck
Additional progression focuses, basic skills, potions, & more!
Individual expansion cards are available as downloadable content via Steam:

Caliana - This faerie has decided that dungeoneering looks fun! Don't let her get bored...
Fanatic - A righteous Sentinel is here to smite evil wherever it may lurk!
Witch - Her chaotic magic hammer is ready to smash glooping oozes into glooping puddles!
Cinder Plains - The Hellhound awaits those reckless enough to venture here...
Phoenix's Den - Only the bravest heroes can handle the heat!
Once you know your way around the dungeon, a game takes about 15 minutes. It might take a little longer if you're learning, or
a lot shorter if you jump into a pit of spikes.

Warning: do not jump into a pit of spikes.
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HELLO! Would it be impolite if I were to nom on your armor and weapons? That shiny metal looks oh so delicious. Oh
--pardon me, how rude of me not to introduce myself! I am Glooping Ooze, one of the many extremely polite denizens of the
dungeons in this area. I even have my own card:

Like all cards in One Deck Dungeon, mine is full of colored boxes, and HEY! What's the idea with all those arrows. Ugh,
adventurers. So rude. So very very rude. I suppose you're rolling all your dice, attempting to fill in as many boxes as possible.
For every one you don't fill, I'm going to make you pay for this arrow nonsense, in hearts and time! Precious time!
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If you manage to get past me somehow, you'll be able to take Armor Crush as a skill, or add that magic icon on the left to your
stats, or take the three experience lanterns in the upper-right.
Despite your arrowful attitude, I welcome you to the world of One Deck Dungeon. Adventure awaits!
One Deck Dungeon is an officially licensed product of “One Deck Dungeon” from Asmadi Games.
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Fun little game, a nice way to change things up.. Great classic adventure game with a well thought out hint and achievement
system to keep you interested. Around 8 hours long as well if you do everything!. i dont like it. A beautiful but frusturatingly
difficult iOS port. What looks to be a calm and relaxing game instead causes groans and hatred. Pick it up if you are interested
in the artwork but I cannot recommend this game to anybody but sadists.. Review the game? Can it wait a bit, I’m in the middle
of some calibrations.
. Hey i think the game is great and all but i just got a stering wheel and i would like that there would have the capability to have
a steering wheel and make the rolplaying that i do and make it more realistic and fun. so yoeh it would be nice to add and have
the way to do that because you have the power of a controler and the keys on the keyborad. and that i would like that.

Sincerely Gavyn Tomasek / Cammando Gaming. A fun little game that I play when I don't want to have to think too hard, but
still want to challenge myself. The controls are simple and easy to use even on a touch pad. This is one of my favorite mindless
puzzle games to go to for relaxation. It is easy to get sucked in and just start a new game over and over again until you have
spent hours on the game without realizing it.. I'm not saying the book is bad. It is pretty standard fare though.
The reason I'm not recommending it is because the connection to Stellaris is barely there. There are a few instances of namedropping, but that's basicly it.
There are no space battles, nothing about diplomacy or any other key features of Stellaris. Nothing about Precursors, space
creatures or anomalies.. Very nice Game Keep it Up
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Only a sense of nostalgia would make anyone think this game was good.. Definetely a fun little game. The puzzles are
interesting and its always fun to have games that does stuff out of the game (like doing google searches, map coordinates etc).
The command lines based gameplay also provides a "geeky" feel to the gameplay. The endings and secrets and also pretty
amusing (though I kinda expected the standard ending, too much of Portal and AI's that feels a lot like GLaDOS I guess :P).
Well, it is useful for practicing your knowledge of kanji. And the simplicity of this game is somewhat charming. But I muted it
20 minutes in, because of music.
In general, this is a good addition for your textbooks or self-study books.. 2 Minutes of original content, the rest is the same
levels but with different colors, same level design, different Characters but serves no use in the game. One broken achievement
that is obtained as fast you get the first medal ingame.
But with ez 100% game and Trading cards it's: V/X. Gameplay Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yEVy5ZOgUvo&t=25s&list=PLrpCFaqHnjdyiF-atoM9iZyYbUuDAvLr9&index=27
If you want a VR Game to get your children into VR or if you just like cute cats: This is the game for you.
A simple puzzle game in which you "sort" cats and replace faulty parts. It's a very simple yet enjoyable game. It comes with a
scoreboard to keep track of your achievments as a professional cat sorter.
Another nice feature that more VR games should have is an option to change your height, so even extremly tall \/ small people
can play the game without going trough the whole VR setup again.
Overall a fun, cute game. Also: Cat Butts!. This game is a masterpiece. I have no other way of wording it. Mass Effect 2 is
everything a space RPG should be.. Early impressions are that it isn't a great clicker game. There are far better ones out there.
24 hour time limit is stupid. As much as I enjoyed seeing pixelized Bernie, I can't recommend it.
This update sucks… blood from your neck!:
The Hollywood Roast will give you nightmares with the newest update. Starring Nosferateen, a fangsty young monster that will
bite you with his grim insults (unless you have some roasted garlic at hand). Also, the producers listened to respectable critics
and added a bunch of improvements hoping for a higher IMDB score. You see, games can be changed many times after the
premiere, while it’s not something you do with a movie! (We’re talking to you, Mr. George Lucas)
So here’s what we added:
- Nosferateen - a new star in the cast! Can you figure out how to unlock him?
- “Late Afternoon Of The Dead” - a new scene that pays homage to classic horrors.
- You can now skip company logos at the beginning.
- Blah blah blah? Fixing missing or incorrect voice bits.
- The order of the dialogues in the Kung Fu scene will now please your master.
- User interface tweaks.
- Scoring tweaks.
. 0.1.5:
Happy Easter! (to those of you who celebrate) we have a patch with fixes to kick off the weekend, there are also some secrets in
there for you to find! :D
Features:

Added 3 secret units. Find their weapons to unlock them
Added an in game roadmap
Added option to mute sound when application is in background
Added option to control the amount of screen shake
Added option to hide clothes from units
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Added option to hide eyes from units
Added tooltip to faction buttons in placement
The UI now displays the amount of units placed
Changes:

Added a trail to most fast moving projectiles to make them easier to see.
Trained the Sarissa in the arts of walking backwards
Minotaurs now always charge their target. Not only as a response to taking damage
Removed Defend the temple from the adventure campaign
Balance:

Increased the damage and health of Zeus
Increased the attack speed of Zeus
Reduced the radius of the catapult explosion
Increased the reload time of the catapult
Increased the damage of pitchforks
Increased the health of pitchforks
Slightly increased the health of the harvester
Increased the throw strength of stoner
Increased the damage of the stoner
Increased the rate of throw of the potion seller
Slightly increased archer fire rate
Slightly decreased the amount healed by the priest
Slightly increased the health of the minotaur
Slightly Increased the damage of the headbutter
Slightly reduced the damage of the squire
Slightly reduced the cost of snake archers
Haybalers are now knocked back by projectiles. They still take no damage
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Please keep questions to the forums as we cannot answer on this post: https://steamcommunity.com/app/508440/discussions
Please share cool screenshots, videos and stories on our subreddit (r/accuratebattlesim) or on twitter under the #PlayTABS
hashtag
Twitter: https://twitter.com/landfallgames
Discord: www.discord.gg/landfalllandfallgames
Discord: www.discord.gg/landfall
. Achievement Issues:
We are currently investigating the achievement trigger problems from the latest build. Will patch this up as soon as possible.
Thank your for your understanding.

. Summer Sale and News:

Looks like Dawn is ready for summer vacation. If you remember last Christmas, I also did one with that theme. I was going to
post this as the main image in the store, but nobody else seems to be doing it.
Omni Link is 20% off right now. A couple weeks back I had a major update so you can play chapters 1-3 now. Although, I don't
consider those chapters finished, there is still plenty to play.
I have an announcement I want to give, but it's not ready. Early next month is my estimation. So this is an announcement of the
announcement hmm...
Thank you for your positive reviews. Although few, they mean a lot and Omni Link hasn't got much attention. I'm glad to know
you are liking the game and look forward to improving based off the feedback I've gotten so far.
Happy Summer!. Valentines Day Event 2019:
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Immortals!

From February 12th to March 5th, visit the capital park, complete Thais' quests, and receive all the items for a perfect
romantic date!

Dark Side of Love. Upcoming Patch:
Hello and Hi!
Right now i'm working on full controller implementation, so for setting up custom Maze ID will be added numpad (temporary
design).

Plus for future gameplay changes added new "setup screens" [mostly cosmetics thing]

. Performance Update:
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Good performance on all machines!. The Collector's Edition is out!:

Finally it's here. The Bear With Me - Collector's Edition is live and kicking. As announced, it contains:

all three episodes of Bear With Me - with controller support :D
the full soundtrack
a 90 page digital art book
and the complete puzzle & script design docs
http://store.steampowered.com/app/783050/Bear_With_Me__Collectors_Edition/
Hope you will enjoy all of the content as much as it was our pleasure making it. And maybe the controller support is a hint
towards what me might be doing next with the Bear With Me series. But that is not all...

Bear With Me - Episode One is now FREE!
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